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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. What do the world s superpowers get up to in their secret
underground bunkers? UNDERGROUND BASES: Subterranean Military Facilities and the Cities
Beneath Our Feet, by novelists, filmmakers and independent researchers James Morcan Lance
Morcan, details confirmed and rumored underground facilities in the United States and around the
world. Containing rare photographic evidence throughout as well as little-known quotes from key
government figures, it makes a compelling case for there being an enormous hidden world under
the Earth s surface. The Morcans speculate that the covert underground infrastructure may be far
bigger than anyone has previously supposed and is likely used for the development of suppressed
technologies. Their sources include declassified files, university reports, WikiLeaks documents and
interviews with ex-military personnel turned whistleblowers who claim to have worked in cities
below ground. UNDERGROUND BASES delivers a vast array of facts and theories that ultimately
allows readers to form their own conclusions. The expose covers everything from: the US
Department of Defense s verified evacuation areas beneath the White House and the Pentagon as
well as their acknowledged sites at...
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Reviews
Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Pr of. Lela Steuber
The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ms. Ha r mony Simonis I
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